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Always wanted to learn how to swim Butterfly? Do you find basic butterfly technique difficult?

How To Swim Butterfly is your perfect guidebook, with over 20 simple exercises containing top

tips and key coaching points. Fully illustrated and concise, you will discover:How to learn basic

Butterfly in easy stepsHow to swim with smooth relaxed techniqueHow to isolate and correct

your bad habitsThe perfect aid for any complete beginner to learn, understand and practice

and for any swimmer to adjust, correct and improve.

This book is for those individuals who love swimming with a strong desire to learn proper

stroke techique, it is hand on appproach that is not complicated for individuals with drive and

interest to enhance swim skill and endurance.this book is highly recommedate!!!!!Pity pictures

wasnt in color. But a fantastic book, very informativeThe mechanics of the butterfly stroke was

explained clearly and concisely for ease of understanding the stroke. Great for beginner and

good for those would like to improve the stroke technique correctly. Drills was given to enhance

for training to hone better butterfly technique.--This text refers to the paperback edition.
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How To SwimButterflya step-by-step guide for beginnerslearning butterfly technique Mark

Young Butterfly is arguably the most difficult and challenging swimming stroke of them all. This

book contains specific exercises for each aspect of butterfly stroke. Each exercise makes the

individual parts of butterfly simple and the whole stroke easier to learn and swim. This is an

ideal book for any beginner to accompany their swimming lessons and perfect for average

swimmers to learn or improve their basic butterfly. Clear, concise and easy to follow. Author

Online!For more resources and swimming help visit Mark Young’s website at This books is an

expanded revision of Mark Young’s previously titled‘The Complete Guide To Swimming

Butterfly’ Mark Young is a well-established swimming instructor with over twenty years

experience of teaching thousands of adults and children to swim. He has taken nervous,

frightened children and adults with a fear of water and made them happy and confident

swimmers. He has also turned many of average ability into advanced swimmers. This book

draws on his experiences and countless successes to put together this simplistic methodical

approach to swimming. Also by Mark Young Step-By-Step GuidesHow To Swim

BreaststrokeHow To Swim BackstrokeHow To Swim Front Crawl The Complete Guide To

Simple SwimmingEverything You Need to Know from Your First Entry into the Pool to

Swimming the Four Basic Strokes How To Be A Swimming TeacherThe Definitive Guide to

Becoming aSuccessful Swimming Teacher Copyright © Mark Young 2013 All rights reserved.

No portion of this book may be used, reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means,

electronic or mechanical, including fax, photocopy, recording or any information storage and

retrieval system by anyone but the purchaser for his or her own personal use. This document

may not be reproduced in any form (other than for purposes of review) without the written

permission of the publisher. The material contained in this book is set out in good faith for

general guidance and no liability can be accepted for loss or expense incurred as a result of

relying in particular circumstances on statements made in the book. Whilst every effort has

been made to ensure the content of this book is as technically accurate and as sound as

possible, neither the author nor the publisher can accept responsibility for any injury or loss

sustained as a result of the use of this material. The right of Mark Young to be identified as the

author of this work has been asserted by him in accordance with the Copyright, Design and

Patents Act 1988. A Catalogue record for this book is available from the British

Library Published by: Educate & Learn Publishing, Hertfordshire, UK Graphics by Mark Young,

courtesy of Poser V6.0 Design and typeset by Mark Young Published in association with swim-

teach.com ContentsButterfly Techniquebody positionleg kickarm actionbreathingtimingButterfly

Exerciseswhat are they?body positionleg kickarm actionbreathingtiming butterflyan

overview Butterfly stroke is the most recent stroke, developed in the 1950's, and it is the

second fastest stroke to Front Crawl. The stroke evolved from breaststroke as it also contains a

simultaneous leg action and simultaneous arm action. The stroke requires a great deal of

upper body strength and can be very physically demanding; therefore it is a stroke that is swum

competitively rather than recreationally.Buoyancy is very important because the arms are

recovered over the water and the head is raised to breathe, therefore good floaters will achieve

this far easier than poor floaters.The timing and coordination of the stroke is usually a two beat

cycle of leg kicks to one arm cycle.The undulating action of the body and the legs create great

demands of the spine, therefore there are many alternative exercises and practices that can be

used to make learning the stroke easier and less physical.Breathing is an explosive exhalation

and then inhalation in the short second that the head and face are above the water surface.The



timing and coordination of butterfly is usually a two beat cycle of leg kicks to one arm cycle.

One leg kick should have enough power to assist the upper body out and over the water

surface and the second leg kick to assist the arms as they recover just over the surface of the

water. body position
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overview Butterfly stroke is the most recent stroke, developed in the 1950's, and it is the

second fastest stroke to Front Crawl. The stroke evolved from breaststroke as it also contains a

simultaneous leg action and simultaneous arm action. The stroke requires a great deal of

upper body strength and can be very physically demanding; therefore it is a stroke that is swum

competitively rather than recreationally.Buoyancy is very important because the arms are

recovered over the water and the head is raised to breathe, therefore good floaters will achieve

this far easier than poor floaters.The timing and coordination of the stroke is usually a two beat

cycle of leg kicks to one arm cycle.The undulating action of the body and the legs create great

demands of the spine, therefore there are many alternative exercises and practices that can be

used to make learning the stroke easier and less physical.Breathing is an explosive exhalation

and then inhalation in the short second that the head and face are above the water surface.The

timing and coordination of butterfly is usually a two beat cycle of leg kicks to one arm cycle.

One leg kick should have enough power to assist the upper body out and over the water

surface and the second leg kick to assist the arms as they recover just over the surface of the

water. body positionThe body position varies through the stroke cycle due to the continuous

undulating action. The body should undulate from head to toe, producing a dolphin-type

action.Although undulation is unavoidable, the body position should be kept as horizontal as

possible to keep frontal resistance to a minimum. Intermittent or alternative breathing will help

to maintain this required body position.The body should be face down (prone) with the crown of

the head leading the action.The shoulders should remain level throughout and the head should

remain central and still, looking down until breathing is required.Hips should be inline with the

shoulders and should remain parallel to the direction of travel.Common body position

mistakesThe most common mistake made when performing the undulating movement is an

excessive movement up and down. As the movement originates from the head there is a

tendency to over exaggerate this movement, causing the wave movement through the rest of

the body to excessive and over pronounced. The swimmer then puts more effort and energy

into moving up and down instead of actually swimming forwards.A simple push and glide

exercise from the poolside followed by a gentle undulating movement across the surface of the

water helps to eliminate any excessive body movements.If the swimmer places the effort on

using the undulation to move forward then this will provide a solid base from which to build and

perfect butterfly stroke. legsThe main functions of butterfly stroke leg action are to balance the

arm action and help to provide some propulsion. This action then generates the undulating

movement of the body position as the swimmer moves through the water.The legs kick

simultaneously in an action that is similar to that of front crawl but with a greater and more

pronounced knee bend.The upbeat of the kick should come from the hip and the ankles should

be relaxed with toes pointed. The legs move upwards without bending at the knees and the

soles of the feet press against the water vertically and backwards.Knees bend and then

straighten on the downbeat to provide propulsion. The legs should accelerate to provide power



on the downbeat.Common leg kick mistakesA breaststroke type leg kick can sometimes be

performed by mistake, due to the simultaneous nature of the kick itself. Most swimmers that are

able to perform breaststroke fairly well will naturally kick their legs in a small circle when

attempting butterfly leg kick for the first time.Another common mistake is to place an emphasis

on the arm pull for butterfly and therefore lose all power from the leg kick. The legs just go

through the motions when in fact they are needed to assist the body to rise out of the water so

that the arm pull and recovery can be completed with minimum effort.A powerful butterfly leg

kick is vital and performing the kick whilst holding a float or kickboard out in front with straight

arms will help develop the technique and power required for this movement. armsButterfly arm

action is a continuous simultaneous movement that requires significant upper body strength.

The action of the arms is similar to that of front crawl and the underwater catch, down sweep

and upsweep parts draw the shape of a ‘keyhole’ through its movement path.
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RHS, “Butterfly Swimming. I liked the compactness and specific exercises. It is very easy to

follow.It's almost too brief and leaves out basic concepts like....where does the swimmer look?

And Seems to be too much emphasis on knee bend.But overall it is a good butterfly book to

have in my purse.”

Clifford Eagan, “This book is for those individuals who love swimming with a strong desire to

learn proper stroke .... This book is for those individuals who love swimming with a strong

desire to learn proper stroke techique,it is hand on appproach that is not complicated for

individuals with drive and interest to enhance swim skill and endurance.this book is highly

recommedate!!!!!”

Cheong Wing Wah, “great books for understanding the basic stroke technique. The mechanics
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of the butterfly stroke was explained clearly and concisely for ease of understanding the stroke.

Great for beginner and good for those would like to improve the stroke technique correctly.

Drills was given to enhance for training to hone better butterfly technique.”

The book by Mark Young has a rating of  5 out of 3.8. 14 people have provided feedback.
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